Abstract:By the representation of the target transient response as a series of natural resonance modes, a target feature set based on the co-polarized null states of the modes is used to represent a radar target. This is done by incorporating the mode residue terms in a scattering matrix of quadrature polarization channels, and then bythe optimization (using the Lagrangian optimization procedure) of the received power (determined by the Kennaugh and Stokes formulism), the characteristic polarization state set of a mode is obtained. A 2D plane model is used to demonstrate the ability of this concept to convey a complex target physical attributes such as elongation, symmetry and tilt; the results showed that a feature set based on nulls states of the target modes is robust.
Introduction
When identifying radar targets, researchers have used resonance based feature set [1] [2] [3] [4] , and sometime incorporated along a polarimetric feature to enhance performance [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . As the target works as a polarization transformer, features such as symmetry, elongation and tilt that are related to the target shape can be deduced from the target characteristic polarization states (CPS). The CPS set represents the polarization states of the sensing antenna at which maximum, minimum, or null power conditions at the antenna"s terminal exist. For a co-polarized (co-pol) reception, there will be four CPS, namely two co-pol maximums and two co-pol nulls. These four states will form a polarization fork shape around a great circle on a polarization sphere, i.e. Poincare sphere [13, 14] . Of which, the null states should be able to unfold the elongation, symmetry and the tilt degrees of the target along the direction of the sensing antenna.
However, the concept of using CPS to characterize a radar target is well developed in the narrowband context. This narrowband limitation can be tied to the fact that the target polarization response is a function of frequency and therefore spectrally non-uniform depolarization exists if impulsive illumination and reception are used. Note, this is unlike the spectral spread due to noise, clutter, or even refraction in the transmission medium; all of which can be handled by ensemble or time averaging achieved by means of pulse integration [15, 16] . To extend the CPS concept into a broadband context, a sparse representation (signature based-model) approach is required to find terms from the target transient response that are time-invariant, and at the same time can relate robustly to the target composite and shape. To achieve this, the singularity theory, as defined in the Singularity Expansion Method (SEM) [17] , is exploited. According to SEM, the late time portion of the temporal response from a perfect electric conducting (PEC) body can be represented in the time domain as a series of resonance modes with the target natural frequencies and associated residues. The resonant frequency terms are related to the target dimensions and have enhanced returns, and also independent of aspect and polarization directions [18] . On the other hand, the residue terms are dependent on aspect and polarization directions, and thus carry the polarization characteristic of the target. Henceforth, the CPS can be derived from the complex residues, and subsequently, information about the target composite and shape can be inferred from the co-null set. So the contribution of this paper is to validate the feasibility of using the co-pol nulls of resonance modes to describe radar targets.
Formulation

Polarization Representation: SEM Context
If a radar target is illuminated by a sufficiently broadband radio wave, with bandwidth covering the target dominant resonance modes, a suitable extraction algorithm, such as the Method Pencil-of-Function (MPOF), should be capable of recovering the target resonance modes from the late time portion of the backscattered temporalresponse. According to the SEM model, the late time of the target impulse response can be expressed as a sum of damped complex exponentials, with dominant terms relating to the dimensions and composition of the target.
For a quadrature polarization directions, the backscattered response set a t in any orthogonal linear basis, e.g. (x,y), forms a Ɍ 2x2 matrix, and according to SEM model will be expressed as follows
Such that
Here t>T L , and T L denotes the late time onset after which the incident wave has totally passed the target. The mode terms , and c denote the: damping factor, resonant frequency and complex residue. The modal order M gives the number of modes presumably excited. The subscripts denote the transmitter and receiver polarization directions, where xx and yy denote the co-polarized scattering directions or channels, while xy and yx denote the cross-polarized scattering channels (reciprocal for monostatic case). Since the polarization information is embedded in the mode residues, the time dependence term can be omitted.
Stokes vector and Kennaugh Matrix
The Stokes vector is used to describe the polarization state of a wave or antenna for completely (and even partially) polarized waves as follows Subject to: g o =(g 1 2 + g 2 2 +g 3 2 ) 1/2 for fully polarized wave.
T denotes the transpose. The g o denotes the wave intensity or total instantaneous power, g 1 gives the portion of the wave that is horizontally or vertically polarized, g 2 gives the portion of the wave that is linearly oriented at 45 o and g 3 gives the portion of the wave that is left or right circularly polarized, respectively [16] . In the case of a partially polarized wave due to clutter or noise, ensemble-time averaging of Stokes vector is used.
In general, the second moment properties (i.e. power terms) of a residue matrix C at a single mode can be represented by the Kennaugh formulism, as follows [17] Here 
The product (|[C][C]
* |) gives the entire correlation relations between the co-and x-pol residues of a mode, and is defined as the Kronecker product of the C matrix and its conjugate. The Kennaugh matrix K relates incident and scattered Stokes vectors g i and g s as follows
Received Power
For backscattering and in the reciprocal case, the use of one antenna for transmitting and receiving is adequate to give maximum power and no greater power can be received in separate antennas for transmitting and receiving. Thus the one antenna case (monostatic case) is assumed, where the antenna Stokes vector g a is identical for transmit and receive and consequently the incident wave Stokes vector g i is identical to the antenna Stokes vector g a . Therefore, the received power at the receiver terminals can be expressed in terms of g i and K as
The associated received power in the co-pol channel is Where Here the subscript "c" denotes the co-pol configuration. Equation (7) is essential for deriving the antenna co-pol CPS and their associated power levels using the Lagrange multiplier method.
2.4Characteristic Polarization States
For the one antenna case (monostatic case), optimization involves properly choosing the antenna polarization states such that power developed at the receiving antenna terminals is maximum, minimum, or null for a given resonance mode. The power optimization will be carried out for the co-pol only, since all the target physical attributes can be inferred from the co-pol CPS. Without loss of generalization, the received power in (7) can be maximized and minimized by applying the Lagrangian multiplier method to the antenna Stokes vector g a with the constraint that the transmit power is normalized to unity. The constraint condition  written in terms of the Stokes sub-variables is then defined as
The variations of the antenna Stokes variables (g 1 ,g 2 ,g 3 ) will lead to maximizing or minimizing the received power at the reception terminals, where the optimum co-pol powers can be found by simultaneously solving for the first partial derivatives of (9) subject to the constraint condition in (8) .This procedure results in three simultaneous partial derivative equations as follows:
Here  is the Lagrangian multiplier and gives the rate of change of the power quantity being optimized as a function of the constraint variables. Solving (9) produces two pairs of co-pol CPS. These are the orthogonal (antipodal) co-pol max pair (cm 1 ,cm 2 ) and the co-pol null pair (cn 1 ,cn 2 ).
Elongation, Symmetry and Tilt Degrees
First, the elongation (vs. roundness) degree is determined by taking the dot product of the null vectors (|g cn1 g cn2 |). A value of one represent a totally long and thin shaped target, e.g. wire, and a value of zero represent a totally round shaped target, e.g. sphere. Second, by taking the element-by-element sum of the two co-null Stokes vectors, i.e. [g(cn 1 ).+g(cn 2 )], the symmetry degree is determined by taking the ½arcsin(g 3 ) of the sum vector, such that 0 o represent a symmetrical target and 45 o represent a totally asymmetrical target. Finally, the tilt degree is determined by taking the ½arctan (g 2 /g 1 ) of the sum vector. 
Simulation and Results
To validate the concept of describing the target by the co-null state set in a resonance mode context, a numerical example using a 2D wire model of aircraft is implemented. The modeled aircraft and the simulation values are depicted in Figure1and Table I , respectively. The simulated backscattered frequency-domain data were generated by method of moments algorithm (MoM) using FEKO [19] . The resultant backscattered was filtered by a Gaussian window to create the effect of a Gaussian shaped impulse and then the frequency data were transformed to the time-domain by Fourier transform. Figure2shows that using the MoM, these resonances are found to correspond to mainly tosections of the mid, the nose-wings, the wings and the tails, respectively. The corresponding complex residues are depicted inTable II. Inserting the complex residues into (4) for each mode and then inserting each respective K c into (7) and applying (9) and then solving, the co-pol null state set cn 1 and cn 2 at each mode is derived and listed in Table III . The co-pol null set at each resonanceindicates that the target has different null set, and subsequently, different physical attributes. At the first resoanance, the geometry is forcasted to be highly long (as |g cn1 g cn2 |=1) and tilted about 45 o (as ½.arctan(g 2 /g 1 )=45 o ); and thus corresponding mainly to the mid section. As for the second to the fourth, they have similar co-null sets with dihedral property as |g cn1  g cn2 |1, forecasting a wing or a tail structure. However, all modes indicate that the target composite is symmetrical and 45 o tilted. These physical attributes of the co-null at the dominant modes totally agree with what is a priori known about the target"s shape. 
Conclusions
The theory of SEM makes it feasible to extend the CPS concept from its original narrowband perspective into a broadband perspective. Extracted by MPOF, a single dominant mode can convey some part of the target composite or attributes, but not all. The residue terms of the mode have the capacity to reflect the polarization characteristics of the mode, and subsequently, the target composite or shape if all dominant modes are included. Specifically, the null states of the co-pol CPS can reflect the degrees of elongation, symmetry and tilt in the target composite. Henceforth, it is even possible based on the modal co-null set to discriminate between electrically similar targets, where resonance only methods face degradation. Finally, investigating the identification performance of this feature set in presence of noise and for multiple aspects can be a subject of further studies.
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